Test your ideas and our equipment at the Reiser Customer Center.

Our 6,600 square foot Reiser Customer Center provides you with the opportunity to test and develop new packaging solutions under the same conditions found in most food plants. Working with our packaging applications specialists, you will find out how easy it is to package your products in attractive packaging systems using Reiser RE, Supervac and Fabbri packaging machines and determine which system is right for your application.

The industry’s leading customer service and support.

At Reiser, service isn’t just a promise; it is a dedicated and knowledgeable support network to guarantee a satisfied customer. With more than 110 worldwide support professionals, we put together a team that is one of the best in the world. Not only are we experts on our full line of equipment, we also understand product applications, from research and development, installation, training and service… to telephone support, application specialists, and a huge inventory of spare parts, no other supplier can match Reiser’s total commitment to its customers.

Fabbri is the market leader in automatic stretch wrapping technology used in food processing plants and supermarkets worldwide. Fabbri stretch wrappers use stretch film to package fresh food products in performed trays. These compact and robust packaging machines are built for speed, versatility and accuracy. They produce attractive and affordable packages that look fresh, “just packed” look.

MODELS

Fabbri Model 38
- Operates at two speeds – 21 and 31 packs per minute
- Operator-friendly selection with up to 99 package tray lookups
- Two film reels allow automatic changeover without the need for operator intervention
- Easy access for quick cleaning and maintenance

Fabbri Model 38 Plus
- High-speed packaging at speeds up to 55 packs per minute
- Operator-friendly controls with four-color screen for simple operation and self-diagnosis
- Up to 99 tray lookups
- Fast changeover of the reel
- Unique spiral design for easy access and quick cleaning
- Easy access for quick cleaning and maintenance with no sails or chains

Fabbri Model 55 Plus
- High-speed packaging at speeds up to 55 packs per minute
- Operator-friendly controls with four-color screen for simple operation and self-diagnosis
- Up to 99 tray lookups
- Fast changeover of the reel
- Unique spiral design for easy access and quick cleaning
- Easy access for quick cleaning and maintenance with no sails or chains

Fabbri Model 55 Hs
- High-speed packaging at speeds up to 62 packs per minute
- Operator-friendly controls with four-color screen for simple operation and self-diagnosis
- Up to 99 tray lookups
- Fast changeover of the reel
- Unique spiral design for easy access and quick cleaning
- Easy access for quick cleaning and maintenance with no sails or chains

Fabbri is the market leader in automatic stretch wrapping technology used in food processing plants and supermarkets worldwide. Fabbri stretch wrappers use stretch film to package fresh food products in performed trays. These compact and robust packaging machines are built for speed, versatility and accuracy. They produce attractive and affordable packages that look fresh, “just packed” look.

Fabbri is the market leader in automatic stretch wrapping technology used in food processing plants and supermarkets worldwide. Fabbri stretch wrappers use stretch film to package fresh food products in performed trays. These compact and robust packaging machines are built for speed, versatility and accuracy. They produce attractive and affordable packages that look fresh, “just packed” look.

Fabbri is the market leader in automatic stretch wrapping technology used in food processing plants and supermarkets worldwide. Fabbri stretch wrappers use stretch film to package fresh food products in performed trays. These compact and robust packaging machines are built for speed, versatility and accuracy. They produce attractive and affordable packages that look fresh, “just packed” look.
Reiser RE20

- Chamber size: Large-sized fully automatic belt machines
- Smallest fully automatic belt machines
- Optional in-chamber cutting
- Compact fully automatic belt machines
- Stainless steel construction
- Optional and unique split
- Largest, high volume, fully supervac G K402

Optimus is an entry-level form/fill/seal technology

- A higher level of horizontal form/fill/seal technology

Inpack Junior A10

- The A10 is a semi-automatic tray sealer designed for MAP packaging. Like the A10, its fully automatic inline version produces 40 packages per minute (10 cycles per minute) at 150 packages an hour. The A10 is perfect for smaller and medium-sized operations.

Inpack Junior A20

- The A20 is an automatic tray sealer designed for MAP packaging. Like the A10, it is fully automatic inline version. It produces 60 packages per minute (15 cycles per minute) at 300 packages an hour. The A20 is perfect for medium and larger-sized operations.

Inpack S Series

- The stainless steel Inpack S Series machines are automatic tray sealer systems specifically designed for MAP packaging. The S Series are heavy-duty machines for medium-to-high-output applications. Up to 250 packages per minute (60 cycles per minute) at 500 packages an hour. Pressure and temperature are all monitored and controlled to ensure consistent package seals.